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Daily Operations Supporting the Global Positioning System (GPS)
Lt Kyle G. Roesler
Second Satellite Control Squadron
Falcon AFB, Colorado
ABSTRACT: The Global Positioning System is being utilized by
millions and the realization of world-wide two-dimensional 
coverage makes the growth of the program assured. What most 
users do not realize is that twenty-four hours a day a group of 
seven men and women are sitting behind barred doors in a 
brightly lit antiseptic room, monitoring the satellite subsystems 
to ensure the integrity of the payload. Their story consists of the 
ground system they use to control the satellites, the variety of 
passes that they complete, and the changes in their workload as 
the constellation grows towards full strength.
INTRODUCTION
To most of the world, the Navstar Global Positioning System (GPS) is a means of 
locating one's person, on the surface of the earth with a high degree of accuracy. You. just
power 'tip your user set, wait a. few seconds or minutes depending, upon the quality, design 
and cost of your equipment, and your own personal navigation solution appears as if by magic,, 
'The applications of OP'S vary from surveying to the Space Shuttle, aid with global two 
dimensional coverage now a reality, more and more uses for these satellites will be found.
To the mem and. women, past and present, of the Second Satellite Control Squadron1 , GPS 
means all 'that, but also something a little different* Our job is to mate sure that the satellites
* "He daily operations supporting the Global. Positioning System are actually separated 'between three squadrons: 
'tie 1st SCS; wfcici also handles launch and tow earth oiMf operations; the 2nd SCS, which his Satelite Control 
Authority over all 'Operational satellites; and VOE in Sunnyvale, which up the GPS .system and others. This 
paper, to take nothing away froim the other squadrons, concentrates upon the 2nd SCS' and its operations.
IMS
themselves are healthy, that their payloads are accurate, and that all users within and 
without the Department of Defense know the times of any planned or spontaneous satellite 
outages. It is our mission to keep up with and nurture the growing constellation by properly 
manipulating the Master Control Station, its associated ground stations dispersed 
worldwide, and the ever more taxed communications lines between the two. By hearing a few 
words about how we do this, twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, perhaps the user 
will be just a little bit more impressed when he receives his current latitude, longitude and 
velocity.
For clarity's sake, a short overview of a GPS satellite will be given, which can be avoided 
by those with, background. Following is a physical description of the Master Control Station 
(MCS), including the ground systems it employs. Then the crew force will be introduced, 
detailing the particular duties of each position. Finally, a blow by blow description of a normal 
day at the MCS, what types of supports are done on the satellites, as well as other normal 
support operations.
THE SATELLITES
There are currently three different types of satellites (or "SV's" or "Birds" in the 
vernacular) in the constellation. The Block I's are the oldest and simplest of the lot, the Block 
IPs are the first operational birds, and the Block Ila's are the newest, sleekest animals in the 
jungle, both in payload and platform. For the purposes of this simplified discussion, all three 
types will be treated the same, although there are certain differences in capabilities among 
them.
The platform of a GPS SV is not significantly different from other satellite systems. The 
body is reflective and insulated for heating and cooling purposes. Dual solar arrays track the 
sun to provide electrical power and charge the on-board batteries. The whole satellite is three 
axis stabilized by its four momentum wheels. There are three antennae for commanding and 
ground contact purposes. On the side of the satellite that is constantly earth pointing there is 
a "L-Band Array" of antennae that are the payload's link to the world below. The on board 
processors accept commands from the operators, send information back to them about the 
current health of the bird, and manage all actions during its periods of autonomous operations.
The satellites transmit on two ranges of frequencies, called S-Band and L-Band. S-Band 
broadcasts telemetry to the operators, and is not meant to be utilized by users. Within S- 
band are two distinct frequencies, one for sending information up and one for sending it down.
These frequencies are the same for all SV's, requiring the operator to not try to command one, 
bird when another lies within the cone of radiation emitted by the Ground Antenna, L-Band 
broadcasts the ranging signals and navigation data that are the final products of the system, 
allowing precise navigation and time transfer. There are three different frequencies in. L-Band, 
known unimaginatively as LI, L2 and L3. LI and L2 have slightly different frequencies but 
broadcast the same information (ranging signals and nav data), so that a user can correct for 
any ionospheric delay that the signal encountered* L3 is used for the secondary payload, to be 
discussed in a moment.
CMS
Figure 2: A User Getting a Two-Dimensional Nav Solution
The dotted lines are the signals coming from the SV's,
the solid lines show how the favorable geometry pictured
would give a nav solution. One more SV would be needed
for at three-dimensional solution.
The primary missions of the GPS system are navigation and time transfer. Every GPS 
satellite carries on board four atomic clocks, because it is through accurate time keeping that 
useful navigation solutions can be obtained. For a user to be able to position him/herself on 
the surface of the earth, she/he needs to be able to solve for the two variables of position, 
latitude and longitude. A GPS satellite acts as a beacon, telling the user where it is, and also 
what time the signal was sent, so that the user can determine how far away the satellite is 
by comparing the time sent with the time received and multiplying by the speed of light. But 
the user set does not start with the same time that the satellites are broadcasting; that is, 
there is a bias between the user's time and GPS time, and there quite likely is a drift between 
them also. To compensate for this, time need only be another variable in the equation. Thus, 
by having three satellites in view, the user is able to solve this three variable (latitude, 
longitude and time) problem and obtain a nav solution. That is what global two dimensional 
coverage means, that there are at least three SV's in view at any time, anywhere on the 
earth. Three dimensional solutions, for air faring craft, require another satellite in view.
Time transfer is a much simpler problem, requiring only that the user receive a signal from
an SV, and use the time it is giving to him. If the user set is not moved, so that its position, is 
known accurately, then accurate time transfer can be achieved, since all distance variables
discussed previously are held constant. The birds are updated with information received from
the United States Naval Observatory (USNO) to allow the user to get a time 'hack1' that is
always within 110 nanoseconds of Universal Time Coordinated (UTC).
The secondary mission of the GPS satellites is that of Global Burst Detection. This 
mission is managed by other agencies; the 2nd SCS only has responsibility to keep the 
platform healthy and send commands to the Nuclear Detonation Detection Subsystem, upon 
user request. This payload utilizes L3, as mentioned earlier, and also 'the Integrated Transfer 
Subsystem (ITS) 'that allow all the Block II and Ila satellites to crosslink information to each 
other for more efficient broadcast to the earth in support of National Command Authorities,
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TIE GROUND SYSTEMS
About 12 miles east of 'the city of Colorado Springs sits Falcon Air Force Base, home of 
tie Consolidated Spice Operations Center (CSOC) flying a vast array of different satellite 
coasttDati0iis* The Ingest constellation among them is the Global Positioning System,,
lipciliei 'if the Mister Gontrol Station, on, the third floor of a large windowless building, 
Theft « of security to transverse to get on, base, and two more to get into the 











3: Tim with Some Important Labeled, 
The main door is of the right of the hallway.
The main action occurs on the Operations Floor,, The room, consists of fo;«r large desks* 
etch, with two mission date, consoles, as well as the upper dias, where 'the Right Commander 
and Gommander sit to oversee the men and women, currently under1 their direction,* Also 
decorating the room are a variety of bookshelves, safes, chairs, personal computers, 
telephones, binders and books, and. other consoles which allow access to the MCS's 
mainfkaine computers* The lights are bright and antiseptic, making some who woxk there 
always suspect it is light outside whle others suspect the opposite* On the late iigtit shift 
midnight to 0730) the lighting is often, dimmed, to what is commonly known as 
*mood lighting," although what mood it sets.is far from clear. This room, has not 'been without 
at two people in, it since it first became operational in 1986* which is a statement tot
em house.
frtt
The mission data consoles deserve a few words of They consist of two- cathode 
ray tubes (CRT's), a stiff keyboard, a light pen, and a joy stick that controls a set of cross­ 
hairs to allow some inputs to be made by lining up the cross hairs and hitting a key on the 
keyboard. Into these beasts is input the commands that the satellites are to follow, directives 
that reconfigure the MCS computer system and control the ground systems around 
the^ globe, and also show displays that tell the operators everything they know about the 
SV's health and performance, about the configuration of the data base, about the state of the 
ground systems, and also what the temperature is outside (important to know before leaving 
in a Colorado winter). Each crew member has her/his own user identification and password, 
allowing for complete accountability.
The computers used for operations, supporting the "mission package"1 of software, are two 
identical IBM 3083's, They are known as the A side and the B side, the idea being that if one 
machine has a problem the Flight Commander can direct a "switchover" from one to the other, 
The communications from the MCS to the remote sites and back is managed by an IBM 3705, 
which is talking to IBM Series One's at the other end of the line2.
The remote sites are of two different types. The first are the Ground Antennae (GA's) 9 
which allow for S-Band commanding and also S-Band data gathering on the satellite's current 
health and configuration. They are 10 m3 parabolic dishes covered by radomes to protect them 
from the elements. There are four GA's under the control of the MCS, located at Ascension 
Island, Diego Garcia, Kwajalein Atoll and Cape Canaveral. The MCS also utilizes the ability 
to operate the Colorado Tracking Station (CTS, also called Pike). The fact that the MCS 
controls four GA's completely makes it much easier to add contingency supports and to 
complete normal operations, an autonomy that no other IL S. system can match. The GA's are 
unmanned with the exception of maintenance personnel, and are configured,, tested and 
operated remotely by the crews at the MCS. For reliability, they have two "strings'1 of 
equipment that operate independently, so that if a commanding problem arises on one the 
other may still be operational, reducing down time for the system.
Secondly, there are the Monitor Stations (MS's), located at Ascension Island, Diego 
Garcia, Kwajalein Atoll, Hawaii, and co-located with the MCS at Falcon AFB. There is also a
Monitor Station at Cape Canaveral, but it has no antenna and is used only for compatibility 
testing prior to launch. Monitor Stations are passive tracking devices that accept commands 
from the MCS to look for, acquire, and then track the ranging signal from a particular SV, The 
MS sends to the MCS data it acquires from the SV about the health of the nav pay load, and
also two quantities that it calculates, a Pseudo Range (a corrected measurement of the
distance from the SV to the MS) and an Accumulated Delta Range (a measure of the speed 
of the satellite relative to the MS, which is used to smooth the PR by allowing Doppler 
corrections). The two numbers are then used, in the MCS to update the data base with current 
information about the satellite's position in space and also the performance of it's operational. 
frequency standard (ie, it's dock). Other programs then take this information and predict what 
the states of the SV (its position, Its clock drift and Was, and 'two solar pressure states) will 
be^ for some amount of time into the future. This is how the MCS is able to build accurate 
navigation uploads for' the satellites., which in turn provide accurate navigation information to 
users.
gathered from a personal interview with A1C Cudaback, one of the computer operators. 
3ftom the OPS Initial Qualification Training Self Study Guide* Ground Systems Overview dated 7 October 1989.
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THE CREW MEMBERS AND THEIR JOBS
Fish Bowl 
aka, Viewing Gallery
L/ \J L/soo soch-J __
L)
Figure 5: Diagram of the Ops Floor, Showing Where each Crew Member Sits
The seven member crew consists of the following folks, whom will be talked about in turn: 
The Flight Commander (FCMDR), the Commander (CMDR), two Satellite Operations 
Officers (SOO's), the Satellite Engineering Officer (SEO), the Satellite Mission Analyst 
Officer (SAG) and the Ground System Operator (GSO).
The easiest job to describe is the Flight Commander's. Like any other leader, she/he is 
responsible for all actions taken by the crew during the shift. He/She makes decisions about 
the priority of supports, what activities will be allowed on the computer systems, and even 
who is allowed inside the module and/or on the ops floor.
The Commander has two areas of responsibility. She/He is in charge whenever the 
FCMDR leaves the ops floor. To help keep the CMDR busy when the FCMDR is around, 
he/she is responsible for a great deal of paperwork, for filling out briefing slides that are used 
to keep the Squadron Commander informed, and for upchanneling information about the 
performance of the system. Unfortunately for the CMDR, she/he also often gets tasked with 
less favorable jobs, such as taking out the trash or escorting uncleared visitors, since quite 
often the CMDR is the only one who has the time to spare or, more likely, is willing to give 
the time and stay late to get the work done.
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The person commanding all of the satellites is the Satellite Operations Officer, of which 
there are two on a normal crew. They initiate the contacts between a GA and a satellite, look 
at every telemetry screen that is generated by information from that satellite to determine its 
current state of health (or unhealth), transmit navigation uploads, open up different buffers to 
get stored information from the SV, and perform any other type of support required by the 
configuration of the satellite. In the simplest terms, the SOO's are the only people 
actually talk to the satellites, but it is often another crew member who tells them what to say, 
The SOO's job has its routine moments, but during critical operations such as a Delta-V 
maneuver (changing the velocity of the satellite, usually to help it maintain its position within 
an orbit plane), it is the SOO that has all the pressure placed upon her/him, because one 
incorrect command or action on their part can delay the maneuver or even damage the 
satellite, neither of which is much appreciated.
A couple more notes on SOO's: the position is currently being transitioned from an officer 
position to an enlisted position, at which time the name will be changed to Satellite Systems 
Operator. This transition won't be completed until next year but is already changing the look 
of the crew force. Also, both the FCMDR and the CMDR are qualified SOO's, so that if 
things get busy and more than two contacts need to be done at the same time, either the 
FCMDR or CMDR can do it.
The next three positions, along the back wall,, all have the potential of 'being single point 
failures, so that their competency is particularly important for the completion of the mission. 
The first among them is the Satellite Engineering Officer (SEO) known simply as the 
Engineer. The Engineer is singly responsible for making sure that each satellite is healthy,, 
She/He looks at every telemetry screen on every support, and is the final voice on whether or 
not the SV is ready to be left on its own again. He/She manages the momentum on the 
satellites' reaction wheels, tracks trends in any worrisome telemetry points, and develops 
command plans to fix any anomalies encountered. Engineers know every subsystem of the 
vehicles quite intimately, making them the font of knowledge on crew and leading to the 
phrase, "Go ask the Engineer."
Like the SOO position, SEO's are currently seeing a change in their position. The position 
will continue to be manned by officers, but is being transitioned from a true engineering 
position to a satellite operator position. The new name is Satellite Vehicle Officer (SVO), 
and this transition is also underway, and will be complete possibly by next year.
The Satellite Mission Analyst Officer position is one that has responsibilities and does 
tasks that no one else on the crew floor knows much about. The SAG (known as the Nav) 
keeps track of the performance of the navigation package on all operational SV's, He/She 
manages the quality of time transfer information by implementing the steering4 of OPS time 
towards USNO time. The Nav builds the messages that insure that quality of the system 
isn't degraded. She/He watches for errors in the nav message5 of any of the satellites, and 
notifies the FCMDR if contingency supports are needed. The previously mentioned crew
4To steer GPS time towards UTC, it is necessary to induce a drift rate on GPS time, which changes the drift of OPS 
time, thereby moving the bias to back within 110 ns of UTC.
5The nav message contains ephemeris and clock information for the satellite the signal is coming from, as well as 
almanac data that gives the rough position of the whole constellation.
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members make sure that the platform is performing well, but the Nav is the person watching 
to make sure that the payload is doing what is expected of it.
Last but by no means least is the Ground System Operator, currently the only enlisted 
member of the crew, and the person responsible for all things earthly6 and the 
communications lines between them. He/She also assists the Nav in some navigation 
performance status monitoring, but the GSO's primary job is to try to keep the MCS in 
contact with operational GA's and MS's. They also perform switchovers between CPU's and 
warmstarts of CPU's to clear MCS software problems. The basics of their job, such as 
opening up communications to the sites, is understood by all the SOO's on crew, but if there 
is any sort of problems with the comm lines or the sites, the GSO becomes absolutely 
indispensable.
THE SUPPORTS IN A DAY IN THE LIFE OF THE MCS
The first shift of the day is the Midnight Shift, beginning at midnight local and going to 
0730. Day Shift then kicks in, going to 1600 local, followed by Swings, 1600 local to midnight. 
Each shift begins with a Changeover Briefing, given by the off-going FCMDR to the entirety 
of the new crew. She/He briefs the status of all sites and communications, any significant 
events that occurred on his/her shift, what is scheduled on the upcoming shift, and also shows 
a list of notes that are of general interest to all crew dogs7 .
Once that briefing concludes, the new crew invades the ops floor and gets a positional 
briefing from their counterparts on the off-going crew. As you might expect, this briefing is 
informal, occasionally amusing, and contains more detail of individual interest to each crew 
position. The SAG and GSO both spend their first few minutes behind the console checking 
the current status of the system, insuring that nothing on any of their screens is surprising. 
The CMDR does a security check, to insure that no classified information is being left 
unattended, and often begins playing with the lights, to set whatever mood the crew might 
want. And, almost immediately, the SOO's begin their first contacts of the shift.
There are at least a hundred different types of supports that an SOO might be required to 
do during the course of a shift. There are procedures written up for each of them, and the SOO 
has been fully trained on each one, but the knowledge and experience of the SOO is required 
to keep things running smoothly. Experience is an important factor for all crew positions; to 
help gain experience, the training programs are long and repetitive, to insure that a new crew 
member is ready for almost anything that could happen to her/him8.
All supports do have one thing in common; each of them has a State of Health associated 
with it. This requires the SOO to look at all telemetry screens and make sure that all the 
telemetry points are within limits. This is also done by the Engineer, who has final
was a move on once by a GSO to get their tide changed to the Ground Operations Director, and it made it 
through many levels of the chain of command before it was realized what the abbreviation would be. 
^There are two types of people in the 2nd SCS: crew dogs and day staff weenies. Neither term is particularly 
affectionate or obnoxious.
8 An unwritten law seems to require, however, that something you've never even heard about will happen to you 
during an evaluation. Just to keep things interesting.
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responsibility, but the SOO points out anything that looks unusual for the Engineer to check 
out. There are two varieties of this support, called "visual" or "hard copy" depending upon 
whether or not saving pictures of all the telemetry is required. At least one hard copy state of 
health is required at either dawn or dusk for the satellite's orbit9 , as well as two others per 
day for Block I SV's and one other for Block II and Ha SV's10. These supports are done at 
different points in the orbit, to give an idea of satellite health in different solar environments, 
and since the pictures are saved it allows analysis of possible long term problems. Any 
support which does not specifically require a hard copy state of health requires a visual state 
of health.
The other common, essential support in the navigation data upload, or nav. One nav a day 
is required for each satellite, and they are timed to include the most accurate Monitor Station 
information, that is, at a time immediately following the satellite being tracked by two or, 
preferably, three MS's. The better the MS visibility before a nav is built, the more confident 
the SAG can be that the information on which the nav is being based reflects the true position 
and performance of the satellite. In addition to the scheduled uploads, the SAO can 
recommend that navs be added for a number of reason. For instance, if the Estimated Range 
Deviations11 for a satellite get larger than 10 meters, a "contingency" nav is needed to keep 
the users' navigation solutions to within acceptable limits. Also, if there is an error in the nav 
message, or the satellite has taken itself off the air (as Block II and Ila's can do if they notice 
a problem on board), a new nav upload would need to be scheduled to fix these problems.
A nav on board a satellite is good for differing amounts of time, depending upon the SV. 
On a Block I, the nav is good for approximately three days. On a Block II, 14 days. On a Block 
Ha, 180 days. The reason that the birds are uploaded ever day is to keep the accuracy high; 
after 180 days, the satellite would be broadcasting nav data that is almost although not 
entirely useless; walking on the ground with a user set would be safe enough, but landing in a 
plane with one wouldn't be advisable.
Block I SV's can not be uploaded unless they have address keys (Ad Keys) on board. 
These are upload twice a week by the SOO's, on Wednesday and Sunday. The system 
generates the keys, the SOO transmits them to the satellite, and then makes sure that they 
transition on board. Block II and Ila's do not need Ad Keys; they use a more sophisticated 
system that is updated each time a nav is put in the satellite.
The Block II and Ila's are not without their special supports, though. To support the 
secondary mission of Global Burst Detection, a "GBD dump" is required twice a day on all 
Block H and Ila's. This information supplements the real time information that the user gets 
via L3, and tells them much about the health of their payload. Also, once a day, the SOO's 
need to enable the interface from the Navigation Distribution Unit (NDU) to the SV's 
Telemetry Tracking and Control subsystem, allowing status messages on the health of the
^In a satellite's orbit, there is orbit noon, when the SV passes between the sun and the earth; orbit midnight, when 
the earth is between the sun and the SV, and dawn and dusk, which are both halfway between these two points. 
l^All of the information about support requirements is from the Navstar Satellite Support Requirements 
(NSSR), dated 1 November 1990.
1 iThere are 32 spots on the globe in a grid-like pattern for which the computer system calculates the difference 
between what the satellite is currently broadcasting and what it would be broadcasting if the S V were uploaded 
immediately. The error in the nav solution for any particular user is influenced by the performance of the SV's 
he/she is using and their geometry over her/his head.
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NDU to be transmitted on S-Band and be analyzed by the SAO. This is not required if, for 
some reason, a contingency nav was done on that satellite, since the transmission of the nav 
upload also enables this interface.
So it is on such supports that the SOO's will normally keep themselves busy and amused, 
and with 16 operational satellites (as of January 91) they keep very busy. The supports just 
listed add up to almost 40 supports a day, and there are more yet to come. For instance, let's 
say the SOO is in the middle of a support with a Block I SV, like SVN10, and notices that the 
momentums on the reaction wheels are a little high. She/He will point this out to the 
Engineer, who will then decide exactly how far out of tolerance they are, and what needs to 
be done. The answer is almost certainly that it is time for another DMMD, which stands for 
Dual Magnetic Momentum Dump. By lowering the momentums of the wheels magnetically, it 
is possible to avoid a chemical momentum dump (that is, an unplanned thruster firing), which 
would adversely influence the MCS's model of the satellite's orbit and shorten the useful life 
of the satellite, so it's preferable to use the magnets. The Engineer needs to generate the 
commands by using the non-mission CPU and then get the command plan to the SOO's to 
transmit; the FCMDR then needs to add up as many supports as are needed to complete the 
DMMD (usually three or four), and then the SOO's have to fit those supports in around their 
regular schedule. Rarely would such high momentums occur on a Block II or Ha; a similar 
system is used to manage momentums, but it requires less controller intervention and is 
turned on once every two weeks to keep momentums from getting high in the first place.
The total number of supports is also pushed up by the fact that the MCS is always 
handling eclipse operations. Back in the good old days, eclipses would come around once ever 
few months, but there are enough birds in the sky now that at least one of them is always in 
eclipse. Before a satellite goes into eclipse, its batteries must be reconditioned; that is, they 
must be discharged and then allowed to charge again. This helps to prevent the memory 
effect, where if a battery is never discharged part of the electrolyte crystalizes, reducing the 
storage capacity. Battery reconditioning requires, of course, more supports to see how the 
discharging or charging is going, to keep the battery from discharged too far or charged too 
much.
Once the batteries are ready, the satellite is set for its eclipse. Since the SV's are all in 
semi-synchronous orbit12, with inclinations of 55 or 63 degrees, the maximum eclipse time is 
small, less than an hour. Thus, electrical power is usually only a problem for the older Block I 
satellites, but Post Eclipse and Noon Turn supports are required on all eclipse SV's to ensure 
that the satellite's solar arrays have reacquired and are tracking the sun. The secondary 
payload requires a certain amount of care during eclipse periods, also, meaning more work for 
the SOO's and Engineer.
While all these supports are going on, the GSO is monitoring and/or fixing communication 
problems, as well as testing and maintaining the GA's and MS's. She/He is the person who 
builds the tracking messages for each GA, telling the antenna where to look for a particular 
SV. Without very accurate tracking messages, the GA will never be able to find and lock up 
on a satellite. The GSO also troubleshoots problems with the MS's and puts up with the six 
officers, for which most GSO figure they deserve some sort of medal.
^Approximately 10000 miles above the surface of the earth.
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The SAO, while not building navs or monitoring SV performance, has a few other things to 
play with. The SAO updates the data base with information from USNO, to keep current on 
the difference between GPS and UTC time. The Nav may also be required to start or 
terminate GPS time steering, to keep GPS time within 110 ns of UTC. She/He is also 
responsible for setting the health of each satellite within the MCS. This information would be 
transmitted to the satellite with a normal nav upload, so that the satellite could start 
transmitting that information to users.
Of course, the normal schedule gets thrown out the window whenever an anomaly of any 
sort occurs, or when there's a Delta-V, or Ion Pump Maintenance13 , or anything else special 
going on. When something goes wrong, suddenly everyone applies their training and 
experience to try to find the right solution. This is much easier if it is a problem that has been 
encountered before, but any serious problems requires consultation with the analysis staff, 
since those folks are some of the most experienced people in the squadron and should have a 
good idea what to do.
At any moment, that time could come. The most routine support or system check could 
spot a problem that'll set the crew on its respective ears for hours, perhaps days to come. It's 
been remarked that working in the MCS is hours of repetitive monotony surrounding a few 
moments of sheer panic. Once you've lived through one of those moments, never again will 
you be able to look at any activity you do at work as "routine." Any of them could be the 
impetus that leads to an instance where all the training and standardization will hopefully 
have prepared you to act correctly, the first time, and maintain the integrity of the 
constellation for whomever might be trying to use it.
CONCLUSION
Often, those moments do not come. On a normal day in the MCS the passes are routine, 
the problems minor and well documented. Only on the large scale, over the entire time that a 
person works crew, can he/she expect any of the big problems to appear, and emotionally it's 
hard to say how it affects you. It doesn't seem right to hope for problems to occur, and there is 
a certain fear that they will. But then again it is every crew member's reason for being there, 
to solve the problems as they occur, so you can't help but feel a small disappointment when 
and a bit of concern when the shift appears to have gone smoothly.
On our hypothetical crew day, though, none of these concerns rise into the minds of our 
hypothetical crew. They just do their jobs, routine and placid, feeling time (a relative quantity) 
move at the same rate as it does at the end of NBA games. After a while it is possible to 
lose sight of the fact that what is done in this room, locked away from the rest of humanity, 
does have an effect on the lives of many people. But in Colorado Springs in the Fall of 1990, 
there was a convention that brought together a couple dozen companies making GPS user 
sets, and the squadron members who attended returned with a message: there are folks out 
there paying attention to the quality of our work.
^Required ever six months by the warranty for all non-operational cesium frequency standards on the satellites. 
This process requires several hours and takes the satellite off the air during that time.
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So tomorrow, they'll be back again, to follow the same routine, to be prepared to handle 
any problems, to direct the lives of the 16 satellites flying overhead, to complete 18-30 
supports during their shift. The SOO's will be transmitting commands on S-Band, the SAG 
will monitor L-Band, and the GSO will plead with the ground systems to hang together a few 
more hours. State of health after state of health, nav after nav, twenty four hours a day, they 
do their jobs so that you, the users, can do yours.
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